Contact lens charges (per month)

Care plan

Disposable lenses

A popular scheme for occasional wearers of daily
disposable lenses.

One day lenses from £31.50
Monthly from £19.00
Multifocal from £28.50
Gas permeable
Various types from £14.50
Our inclusive charge covers all normal lens supplies
and any standard solutions.

Daily disposable lenses are great for those
people who want to wear lenses just some of the
time - holidays, sports, socially or just because!
Our VisionPlan scheme includes all of your
necessary aftercare and follow up appointments,
gives our special 25% discount on spectacles,
sunglasses and accessories and comes with 30
pairs of daily disposable lenses free to start you
off. Additional lenses can be bought as required
from £22.50 for 30 pairs.
Monthly cost from £11.00.
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Members of our contact lens scheme are entitled
to a 25% discount on all of their spectacles and
sunglasses at all times.
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This includes all of the eye examination
procedures necessary to ensure safe,
comfortable contact lens wear, checks on
your eye health and to keep your spectacle
prescription up to date as well.
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David Bull Optometrists
41 High Street
Burnham-on-Sea
Somerset TA8 1PB
Telephone 01278 785743
Fax 01278 788155
Email dv1@eyesonline.co.uk

National Eyecare Award Winners

Contact Lenses
The Easy Way from
David Bull Optometrists

David Bull Optometrists contact
lens care plan

The complete care package for
contact lens wearers

You need never worry about the cost of your
contact lenses or eyecare again.

Under our care plan you not only receive a
comprehensive package of lenses, solutions
and aftercare, but you are also entitled to a
substantial discount on spectacles, sunglasses
and accessories too. This applies at all times and
not just when you have your routine aftercare.

Could contact lenses work for me?
More than 3 million people in the UK enjoy
contact lens wear. Some use them most of the
time and others just some of the time for holidays,
sports, social occasions etc.

Contact lens wearers need
spectacles too
• If you have spectacles that you are happy with,
you are more likely to give your eyes a rest from
lenses occasionally
• Sunglasses can be worn over your contact

All of your normal contact lenses, standard
solutions and routine aftercare appointments will
be covered once you are registered under our
scheme. You will be entitled to any additional
appointments your optometrist recommends and
you will also have access to emergency care if
needed at no extra charge.
All of our new technology is included in your
examinations under this Plan, including our retinal
imaging system, visual field tests and any follow
up appointments that may be necessary.
Because we are an independent practice we
are not limited in our choice of contact lenses.
We can choose whatever type of lens suits your
needs best. The best lenses mean the best
comfort and the best vision.

lenses or can have your prescription included to
use without
• You should always carry spare driving glasses in
the car – a legal requirement in many countries
•New designer frames make you feel good!
•Spectacles can be great for reading in bed
• For those days when you just can’t wear
your lenses

Contact lens wearers especially enjoy the
freedom they offer and the fact that they don’t get
splashed or fog up when the weather turns bad.
Turning up to an important social occasion with
a new look, or even a different eye colour can be
a great morale booster and, for some people, the
vision with contact lenses can be better than
with spectacles.
Ask how contact lenses might be of benefit to you.

